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Candlelight Supports UNHCR Efforts with a
Refugee-Benefit Concert in Houston
Seven piece string orchestra with piano and vocals will play an all-Ukrainian program at the

Resurrection Metropolitan Community Church on September 18

HOUSTON, TX - Candlelight presents a benefit concert in favor of refugees by collaborating

with UNHCR, The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, with the objective of

benefiting Ukrainian citizens affected by the humanitarian crisis, and the refugees who were

forced to flee their country as a result of the war.
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ABOUT FEVER

Fever is the leading global live-entertainment discovery platform, helping millions of people every month to
discover the best experiences in their cities, with a mission to democratize access to culture and entertainment
in real life. Through its platform, Fever inspires its community to enjoy unique local experiences and events, from
immersive art exhibitions, interactive theatrical experiences, festivals, classical music concerts to molecular

All proceeds from this Candlelight series will be allocated to help refugees affected by this

conflict. While purchasing tickets, people will have the option to further donate if they wish to

contribute more to the cause and thus participate in the work that is carried out by UNHCR.

The option to donate without purchasing tickets to the concerts is also available for those who

are unable to attend. Tickets and donation options are now available on the Fever website and

app.

The Resurrection Metropolitan Community Church will host the concert on September 18 with

one show starting at 6:30pm.. Included in the “Concert for Peace” initiative, the concept was

created by a group of musicians from Ukraine and Eastern Europe, representing the Houston

Symphony, Houston Grand Opera, University of Houston Moores School of Music and

Campbell Learning Center. The group, composed of strings with piano and vocals, will bring an

all-Ukrainian program that includes unique sounds, from rarely heard chamber music by

preeminent Ukrainian composers to folk and popular songs made famous by Ukrainian cinema,

all to take place under the gentle glow of candlelight. 

Candlelight Concerts are a series of classical music concerts created by Fever aimed at

democratizing access to classical music by allowing people all over the world to enjoy live music

candlelit performances played by local musicians in various stunning locations. This concept

seeks to create visibility and opportunities for fantastic musicians with a variety of

qualifications and origins, opening spaces that form part of each city’s cultural heritage.

Candlelight Concerts are present in more than 90 cities worldwide, with over three million

attending in 2021. 

Candlelight x UNHCR Presents Ukrainian Benefit Concert For Peace Fundraiser

Where: Resurrection Metropolitan Community Church (2025 W 11th St, 77008)

Date and time: September 18th at 6:30pm

Value: 1 ticket - starting $40
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cocktail pop-ups while empowering creators with data and technology to create and expand experiences across
the world.
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